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Gubi Howard Chandelier
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Space Copenhagen

Gubi Howard Chandlier

The Howard Chandelier by Gubi demands to be noticed with its
sleek and graceful demeanour, hanging elegantly, shining a warm
light upon a dining table or surface. Inspired by Space
Copenhagen's fascination with the greatest city in the world, the
Howard Chandelier incorporates the industrial grittiness of New
York City with the chic sophistication of the urban world. The
Howard Chandelier makes a statement for any room, it could be
in a grand stately home or a cosy, family dining room, and it
immediately draws attention to its industrial splendour and charm.

Gubi's Howard Collection focuses on the aspect that details
matter. They highlight tiny details to make a lighting fixture look
great, and mix hard, dark materials with soft, warm light and
shapes. Its delicate, slender arms are made of metal with brass
detailing providing a strong, stable structure for the delicate bone
china or gunmetal lamp shades. The Gubi Howard Chandelier is
available in four-arm and six-arm varieties, with gunmetal dark or
classic bone china white lampshades. The four-arm structure is
available as a short-arm or standard option. The six-arm
chandelier could be hung as a centrepiece in a grand hallway or
living room with a high ceiling, lighting up and filling the whole
room with a warm light. The four-arm could be hung low over a
cosy corner for eating dinner or completing tasks. The classic
aesthetic of Gubi's design brings a statement to any public or
private space.

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/Gubi-Howard-Chandelier/10000774


PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

4 Arms (Short): 4 x max 4W E14 LED (excluded)
4 Arms (Long): 4 x max 4W E14 LED (excluded)
6 Arms: 6 x max 4W E14 LED (excluded)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via mains phase dimming.

Dimensions: 4 Arms (Short)
Ø66.2cm
Minimum Height: 89cm
Ceiling Canopy: Ø12cm x 14cm

4 Arms (Long)
Width: 133.6cm
Depth: 72.7cm
Full Height: 151.5cm
Ceiling Rose: Ø12cm

6 Arms
Width: 133.6cm
Depth: 103cm
Height: 151.5cm

Shade: Ø16cm
Shade Height: 16.4cm
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